Community networks (CNs) have seen an increase in the last fifteen years. Their members contact nodes which operate Internet proxies, web servers, user file storage and video streaming services, to name a few. Detecting communities of nodes with properties (such as co-location) and assessing node eligibility for service placement is thus a key-factor in optimizing the experience of users. We present a novel solution for the problem of service placement as a twophase approach, based on: 1) community finding using a scalable graph label propagation technique and 2) a decentralized election procedure to address the multi-objective challenge of optimizing service placement in CNs. Herein we: i) highlight the applicability of leader election heuristics which are important for service placement in community networks and scheduler-dependent scenarios; ii) present a parallel and distributed solution designed as a scalable alternative for the problem of service placement, which has mostly seen computational approaches based on centralization and sequential execution.
in P2P networks (typically irregular), industrial contexts and IoT scenarios. A simple web proxy would most likely have node latency as its most relevant parameter. On the other hand, a mission-critical quality-of-service proxy could place the focus on node availability. Heuristics may encompass network features such as topology, as well as domain attributes (such as availability and quality of specific resources). While one may intuitively define one heuristic as absolute, this could produce scenarios which are locally optimal but globally undesirable. What if the node with the highest availability happens to be on the outer rims of the network? Aspects of network topology are as relevant for system efficiency as the service-level heuristics which traditionally guide leader election for placements.
Our objective is to devise an efficient, scalable solution which is easy to fine-tune regarding domain-specific attributes, and that provides seamless scalability for increasing network size and number of services. For this, we propose a platform that enables incremental processing in a scenario where information continuously arrives: changes in network, node and service quality are continuously monitored. Our solution is a two-phased approach which optimizes the definition of communities (Phase One) and election of leaders (Phase Two) in a community communications network. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the two main phases of our algorithm. Section 3 details our evaluation methodology and obtained results. Section 4 highlights relevant studies on community networks and service placement. Section 5 summarizes our contribution's highlights.
GELLY-SCHEDULING SERVICE PLACEMENT
The challenges inherent to service placement for large scale geodistributed networks (such as community networks) are usually addressed in the literature with a batch-oriented non-scalable approach. The typical approach consists of performing a search (exhaustive or via heuristics) in a centralized computing unit. All the information about network links and nodes is centrally and sequentially processed, in order to determine the best network configurations as far as service placement is concerned. While the unit responsible for this search may benefit from hardware improvements, they are merely a form of vertical scaling (which is limited). This approach does not prioritize reaction to changes in the network and its nodes, in order to make service placement more dynamic in a context of continuous monitoring. It also doesn't scale in the context of larger networks. We present a novel method capable of both achieving scale-out processing for optimizing community network topology as well as electing service placement targets within communities in a decentralized approach. We employ community detection as a parallel technique which enables the partitioning of the problem space to optimize node placement in communities. This allows for an efficient leader election to execute concurrently (each community being responsible for its leader) and in parallel within each community. This work aims to improve service placement for networks in a way that users and processing tasks are balanced regarding bandwidth restrictions and data sources. Phase One: Community Finding. We use two definitions of community: default -the zone-based node distributions, provided in the dataset as-is (insignificant preprocessing is performed in this case); custom -a state-of-the-art label propagation technique [11] applied for detecting communities. We build an undirected graph G = (V , E) by defining a set of n nodes V and a set of m edges E such that an edge e ∈ E will be created if and only if there is a corresponding link element between two working devices (each belonging to a working node) in the dataset. Single-leaf nodes were discarded as part of preprocessing. The goal of this phase is to rapidly partition the problem space into a configuration that promotes scalability of computation and efficient resource usage. We provide the pseudocode for the most relevant actions of Phase One in Algorithm 1, where C is an upper bound on the number of iterations to execute (a default limit of C = 10 iterations is common in the literature for convergence [1] ). Phase One thus becomes an important instrument in efficiently defining groups of network nodes by employing a stateof-the-art technique in community detection. These groups aid the optimization process of service placement, effectively serving as a useful blueprint for Phase Two of our algorithm. The two phases form a technique to harness current platforms and infrastructures to tackle service placement. Conceptually, there is a top-tier master node which is responsible for: 1) querying the graph-servers for all of the network's node information; 2) executing Phase One of our algorithm to obtain a definition of communities; 3) informing each node of its community's composition. This is depicted in Figure 2 , where in the middle there is a centralized entity consisting of one or (potentially many) more computational workers. It initially queries graph-servers (or whatever network visibility mechanisms are in place) to obtain a snapshot of the network's nodes. Then it executes Phase One of our algorithm, decomposing the network into communities. A major computational advantage of Phase One is that this master can be a single machine or a set of workers in a cluster, effectively scaling with the computational capability available to this top-tier master. Each community member is then informed of the elements of its own community: required to proceed to Phase Two. v.generateUniqueLabel() 5: end for 6:
for all v ∈ V do 10:
v.updateLabel(L.filterHighestLabel()) 13: end for 14: i ←− i + 1 15: if not G ′ .labelsChanged() then Figure 2 : The graph-servers on the left send the network heuristics to the master node; the master node in the middle decides on the community configuration through Phase One; communities concurrently elect an internal leader during Phase Two. Phase Two: Leader Election. Phase Two receives a set of communities and elects a leader for each one. This election phase is self-contained for each community, in the sense that a distributed implementation of this phase can be carried out concurrently with respect to communities and in parallel within each community with our graph-based approach. The right-side of Figure 2 illustrates this. There may be more than one connected component in geographical zones of guifi.net. Due to this, for every community network G, only the nodes belonging to the largest connected component of G are used to choose a leader for service placement. This election consists of Phase Two of our algorithm and is detailed in Algorithm 2. This phase serves the purpose of identifying the best node for service placement. Leadership is attributed through a scoring, where the score of each node i lies in defining a linear combination of two sets of heuristics. One set is based on system-centric values: availability β 1 and latency β 2 as defined by graph-servers [2] , as well as computational class β 3 as per Table 1 and defined as part of this work; the other is calculated as part of this algorithm and consists of betweenness α 1 and closeness α 2 centralities. We defined heuristic β 3 as a score in three computational categories for nodes: i) server-type nodes which typically have stronger computational power to support more demanding services; ii) non-server nodes with more than one device; iii) non-server nodes with a single device. Table 1 shows the representation of β 3 for each category for the data we analyzed. The values we attribute to β 3 were selected arbitrarily to represent computational power of a given node. This categorization serves the purpose of approximating realistic tiers of computational capabilities for nodes in the network -information Algorithm 2 Phase Two: Leader Election 8 : end for 9: R ←− G.getVertices().orderByScore() 10: return R which, as far as the authors know, is not readily-available in the guifi.net CNML dataset. Thus, as an example, the initial score of a node i will be defined as:
(1) Table 2 details the specifics of each heuristic, namely their meaning and how they are obtained. Notation-wise, i is the node to be scored while u and v represent arbitrary nodes in the community graph G with n nodes, σ u,v is the number shortest paths from u to v, σ u,v (i) is the number of those that pass through i, and d(i, v) is the geodesic distance between i and v. Phase Two was designed under two types of evaluation based on configuration of heuristics: Absolute heuristics -in this case, leader selection is guided exclusively by exactly one of the heuristics. We analyze the impact of each individual heuristic, setting the weights of others to zero. Combined heuristics -we consider a linear combination of two heuristics. We set unbalanced weights in order to better determine the more significant contributions, in the sense that for two heuristics m 1 and m 2 , we may define the node score to be v s = (1 − f )m 1 + f m 2 , or the reverse. If one heuristic weights in for 60% of the score, the other will account for the remaining 40%.
Implementation
Scores of heuristics α 1 and α 2 were obtained for each community G using the Python NetworkX library, for use in Phase Two. Overall, the time to calculate them is negligible when compared to the total Betweenness Centrality
, fraction of shortest paths from u to v, for all nodes u and v, passing through node i. 
Latency
Ping response timing, measured by a graph-server (ms) over a specific time period.
Computational Class Defined by the number of devices handled by the node, as well as its role.
amount of time required to compute Phase One plus Phase Two. There are common aspects to generating samples for bandwidth and round-trip time, but each was based on different statistical artifices.
Bandwidth. Let BW~K(k, h, ξ , α) represent the empirical bandwidth distribution. K stands for the four-parameter Kappa distribution [5] , where k and h denote the shape of the distribution, ξ denotes its location and α is a scaling factor. These four parameters were estimated using L-moment statistics, namely through the lmoms function which computes the sample L-moments and the parkap function which estimates the four parameters of K based on the sample L-moments. Both functions are part of the R lmomco library. The four-parameter Kappa distribution is used for simulating additional samples based on the empirical distribution made by using the rkappa4 function of the R FAdist library for random generation purposes.
Round-trip time. Let RTT~GEV (µ, σ , ξ ) represent the empirical round-trip time distribution. GEV is the generalized extreme value distribution. It has four parameters: µ, which is the location of the distribution, σ which represents the scale and ξ which represents the shape of GEV (influencing the behavior of the distribution tail). The previously-referenced lmoms function was used as well, with pargev now being the function (also present in library lmomco) responsible for estimating the GEV parameters based on the sample L-moments. Additional round-trip time samples were simulated using the rgev function. GEV exists as a family of continuous probability distributions, stemming from extreme value theory [3] .
The method of L-moments is used to understand insights of analyzed data and to estimate distributions [6, 7] using efficient techniques [4] . Figure 3 shows the log 10 plot of the bandwidth, while Figure 4 shows the same for round-trip time.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
There are 23,391 nodes identified as working and, for the whole guifi.net, there are 878 nodes defined as servers. This implies that, at most, 3.75% of the working nodes could actually be sustaining full fledged services. We believe guifi.net, while it is in fact an open community network, has a type of topology which allows for extrapolating results into other sorts of networks. This claim is made based on previous research work in the literature [14] , which both analyzed the impact of prioritizing different heuristics on the computational and network resources available [16] and studied practical issues with micro-service architectures [13] . We used available statistical processing tools to attempt to fit several distributions and compare them. For the bandwidth, we present Network Characteristics. Part of guifi.net exists as an instance of the Quick Mesh Project (QMP 1 ), a system for easily deploying MESH/MANET networks using Wi-Fi technology. QMP is an urban mesh network in Barcelona and it is a subset of the guifi.net community network sometimes called Sants-UPC network. It was designed for use in scenarios such as free community networks, of which guifi.net is a rich example [13] . We use measurements of round-trip time (RTT) and bandwidth (B/W) from the Sants-UPC wireless mesh QMP instance to establish a model of these telecommunication heuristics for the remainder of the network. It would be through a hierarchy of graph-server nodes that one would acquire a view of all the nodes in the network. However, due to privacy and maintenance issues, many of these graph-server types fail to provide any type of information about queried nodes. Due to this, we employed a one-week snapshot of this seventynode QMP instance to establish ground-truth relevance for our work. The measurements were taken for seven days from the 1st to the 8th of March 2017, with a snapshot taken every hour [2] . The measurement period and frequency produced enough samples for evaluating guifi.net in light of the results of our method. We remark that node links in QMP and guifi.net, in general, are not symmetrical: the bandwidth and round-trip time from node u to node v isn't necessarily the same from v to u.
Firstly, although QMP has a more uniform set of nodes compared to guifi.net, it is also subject to the same behavioral user factors which influence the whole network [20] . This means that it may be considered as a representative sampling of guifi.net. Secondly, the obtained number of samples is high enough to enable us to apply statistical techniques to define empirical models of bandwidth and round-trip time. This allows us to fit different distributions to the measurements and evaluate the resulting goodness-of-fit (GOF) values. Selecting the most fitting distributions, we then synthesize their parameters in order to generate functions to produce artificial observations. Qualitatively, these simulated values are representative of the behavior of the QMP network (and thus of guifi.net) and were used to populate the bulk of our dataset (guifi.net snapshot of January, 2017) nodes, which were missing data. Based on results in [19] (Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function of node availability), experiments were performed with availability generated under distribution β 1 ∼ N (0.8, 0.2) and latency under (heterogeneity in guifi.net is such that urban areas have typically lower latencies and rural ones have increased latencies) distribution β 2 ∼ N (200, 200) (ms).
Phase One: Network Impact. We present in Figure 9 the distribution of maximum and average degree versus the size of the communities. The left side pertains guifi.net zone-based communities (from the dataset as-is), while the right side is related to the configuration of network node groups obtained with Phase One of our algorithm. We derive from this that our algorithm produces groupings with a tendency for greater node inter-connectivity.
Moving on, we further evaluate this derivation by producing a visualization of the average number of hops-to-leader for each community versus community size. Figure 10 presents this with respect to natural geographical zones of guifi.net in the left, with our algorithm's results on the right side. Our algorithm led to an overall reduction in the number of hops, in particular for smaller and more frequent communities. Figure 11 highlights interesting tendencies with regard to the impact of absolute heuristic weights and their influence on the average number of hops. In particular, we achieve this by isolating the range of community sizes to a maximum size of 250 members. Plotting these ranges over a logarithmic scale, it can be seen that the contained communities exhibit a lower number of hops. This tendency is particularly manifested with heuristics α 1 and β 3 (betweenness centrality and computational class of the node, respectively). We extrapolate from this finding that the fixed-region geographical definition of guifi.net may be too rigid and that it may in fact provide a user experience which is probably below-optimal regarding typical services offered in CNMCs. Usage of the Phase One technique shows promise with respect to optimizing the length of the path taken from each community's node to the community leader, a sure benefit for many services.
Phase Two: Leader Election Results. It is relevant to note that after Phase Two of our algorithm, the application of heuristics over the propagation-based node sets (right side) yielded more outliers than the geographical zones (left side). While there were more outliers in the results of Phase One of our algorithm, lower values were achieved when compared to the geographical node groups. We presented obtained results evaluated under different criteria. Our focus is not on producing a one-size-fits-all hierarchy of heuristics: other real-world scenarios upon which to test our algorithm will have specific objective functions, bound by application needs. The results are promising as they highlight that our algorithm is a valid alternative to traditional computational approaches to optimizing responsibility assignment to network nodes. We present Figures 12 and 13 , which depict the number of average hops-to-leader in decreasing order. Orthogonally to node group definitions, the tendencies in the influence of the heuristics remain valid, with the same patterns appearing for each of the cases. It is interesting to note that, for the right side (based on Phase One of our algorithm), heuristics α 2 and β 3 produced greater differences between them. Accounting for the computational class of nodes in the case of the right side led to a lower number of hops-to-leader compared to simply electing leaders based on centrality.
SLA Assessment. We also evaluate the quality of leaders in the context of the sampling performed for the QMP network. Namely, we modeled round-trip time (RTT) in milliseconds and bandwidth B/W in Mbit/s distributions based on around 70,000 samples (of bandwidth and round-trip time) obtained from QMP in guifi.net over a period of seven days. These two features are relevant to types of SLAs inherent to services such as (RTT) web caching, web content requests, NoSQL cloud storage as well as (B/W) streaming and file download services. From these two features, we modeled their distribution and simulated their values for all of the guifi.net network snapshot mentioned earlier. Figures 14, 15, 16 , and 17 were produced using the Python statsmodel package [12] , which has a set of utilities to automate statistical processing tasks. Figures 14 and 15 show the empirical cumulative distribution function of the bandwidth for the original guifi.net zones and for communities produced by Phase One of our algorithm, respectively. Interestingly, the bandwidth interval for [10; 30] Mbit/s in Figure 14 shows that Phase Two of our algorithm (the stage of leader election within a community -in this test case there is a one-to-one mapping between guifi.net zones and communities) fared better by using singular heuristics for electing the leader. That is, heuristics β 3 (computational class) and α 1 (betweenness centrality) produced, on average, more efficient bandwidth paths from a community's nodes to their leader. This tendency was also reproduced in the execution of Phase Two of our algorithm after Phase One (custom communities generated by Algorithm 1 instead of one-to-one mapping to guifi.net's original zones), which can be seen in Figure 15 .
For the round-trip time, the same two heuristic weights fared better than the others as well. All combinations seemingly max out (in terms of cumulative distribution) at around 125 milliseconds. However, up to about 100 milliseconds, heuristics β 3 (computational class) and α 1 (betweenness centrality) produced lower round-trip time. This occurs for the zone-based communities in Figure 16 and also the communities resulting from Phase One of our algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 17 . Curiously, we observe, as far as roundtrip time is concerned, that the random leader election yielded practically the same results as the combined usage of betweenness centrality α 1 and latency β 2 (alternating between 0.4α 1 + 0.6β 2 and 0.6α 1 + 0.4β 2 ). We did not perform an exhaustive analysis of all possible combinations of heuristics and their weights. The combinations we present herein are relevant in terms of what the heuristics represent. Bandwidth samples were modeled as a fourparameter Kappa distribution, while round-trip time was modeled as a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution. It is relevant to say that the empirical distributions of these two metrics exhibited a considerable degree of independence. In fact, corr (BW , R)= −0.134 for the sampled values, which means they appear to be only slightly inversely related. We assumed them to be independent with respect to results.
Summary. The method we present is inherently parallel and distributed, a break from traditionally-centralized often exhaustive Figure 13 : Average number of hops-to-leader against community in decreasing order for Phase One's communities.
optimization-driven solutions, opening possibilities for scalability. Phase Two of our algorithm was designed to be distributed with the purpose of executing concurrently among all communities. This implies that the computational time of this phase has an upper bound associated to the slowest-computing community. As far as the authors are aware, this work is the first that attempts to optimize service placement by defining communities using an analysis based purely on network theory and distributed graph processing. The guifi.net telecommunications network is one upon which different research projects have been executed [2, 20] . 
RELATED WORK
Herein we go over alternative approaches to Phase One and Phase Two of our solution as a whole. We note that our work is novel, as far as we know, in the sense that it combines these two multidisciplinary phases, whose literature we analyze.
Community Networks. Different studies on guifi.net have drawn several insights: the network is not homogeneous -rural areas have topology properties different from those of metropolitan areas, such as density; the topology observed in rural areas is not scale-free (degree distribution does not fit a power law) due to the high number of terminals connected to some nodes; removing terminal nodes (with degree one) from the graphs in rural areas, however, reveals a scale-free core-network as in [20] . On the one hand, it is necessary to be aware of the challenges inherent to service allocation in different types of networks in the context of distributed systems. On the other hand, we highlight the existence of community detection techniques (in network theory) as a novel approach to these challenges. In recent years, metrics have been proposed for evaluating the quality of calculated communities have emerged: the most notorious one being that of modularity. However, focusing exclusively on modularity incurs community resolution penalties with smaller communities often not being detected. Considering this and focusing on scalability, other methods in the literature which do not use domain-specific heuristics were devised, such as the class of label propagation algorithms [8, 11] . These algorithms are inherently parallel and work well in practice for real world networks [1] .
Service Placement. Typically, by monitoring all the physical and virtual resources on a system, service placement aims to balance load through the allocation, migration and replication of tasks. This can take place in cloud data-centers and in wireless networks that power a significant part of CNs. Most of the work in the data center environment, including distributed data centers, is not applicable to our case because we have a strong heterogeneity given by the limited capacity of nodes and links, as well as asymmetric quality of wireless links. The authors in [21] introduce a service allocation algorithm that provides near-optimal overlay allocations without the need to verify the whole solution space. They use static data from the network to identify node traits and minimize the coordination and overlay cost along a network. The work in [10] analyzes network topology and service dependencies, and combined with set of system constraints determines the placement of services within the wireless network. The authors use a multi-layer model to represent a service-based system embedded in a network topology and then apply an optimization algorithm to this model to find where best to place or reposition the services as the network topology and workload on the services changes.
In distributed micro-cloud environment (i.e., similar to our case), the work of Elmroth [18] takes into account rapid user mobility and resource cost when placing applications in Mobile Cloud Networks (MCN). A recent work of Tantawi [17] uses biased statistical sampling methods for cloud workload placement. Regarding the service placement through migration, the authors in [22] study the dynamic service migration problem in mobile edge-clouds that host cloud-based services at the network edge. They formulate a sequential decision making problem for service migration using the framework of Markov Decision Process (MDP) and illustrate the effectiveness of their approach by simulation using real-world mobility traces of taxis in San Francisco. As a whole, mostly, service placement approaches are predominantly based on resource (CPU, memory) and node availability, and when they are networkaware, they are able just to employ static network information or at most process historical network data for availability predictions. Moreover, they are batch-oriented and execute sequentially in centralized settings and therefore cannot scale to larger network sizes, number of services, or greater network dynamism. Our approach is the first, to the best of our knowledge, that is dynamic, parallel and distributed, and therefore able scale seamlessly, by employing distributed graph processing systems, such as the Gelly library of Apache Flink. Thus, we are able to continually monitor service quality and perform service placement decisions continually/incrementally based on data gathered from the network (e.g., graph-servers in guifi.net).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel take on the processing steps that underlie service placement, a multi-objective problem. Compared to traditional system techniques (which, as far as we know, have not seen developments regarding parallel implementations and scalability with network size), our algorithm is expressed purely over state-of-the-art graph techniques which have inherent parallelism. This makes our algorithm a very competitive alternative, able to scale for networks which are orders of magnitude greater, when compared to other traditional techniques in the field.
